
 

 
  

 

 
 

 
 

  
   

 

 
  

  

  
  
   

 
 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS 

Respond to each item below. 

Software as a service: 
1. Applications must be hosted outside of the State Government Network (SGN). 

Acknowledge Vendor’s acceptance of this requirement:
 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

Securus acknowledges and accepts this requirement.  

Securus SCP is a fully hosted centralized calling platform that operates independently of any state 
network. Securus will provide a fully private MPLS network to transport and process them without 
the use of any State government network. 

2. Provide the following information regarding your cloud provider:
 A. Identity, 

B. Location, 
C. High availability zones, 
D. Backup/disaster recovery features, 
E. Secure access administration information.

 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

Identity 

Securus hosts the back-end equipment for our hosted, closed-based platforms in a carrier-class, 
commercial-grade, high-performance, managed data center built to the latest technology 
standards. This includes all hardware and software maintaining fraud controls, investigative 
features, user utilities, call/video processing, and communication event recording. 

Location 

Securus has long recognized the importance of securing customer data from loss due to local 
storage failure. To this end, Securus has invested heavily in modern IT infrastructure and in the IT 
staff to manage it. Each communication detail record (CDR), call recording, and video session 
recording is stored using Network Attached Storage array (NAS) technology in two separate 
places—a data center in Dallas, Texas, and a data center Atlanta, Georgia.  

High-Availability Zones 

Securus hosts our applications in two separate data centers that are in geographically diverse locations. 
Each Data Center has multiple, isolated availability zones or nodes. The incoming traffic is distributed 
between these nodes based on complex routing algorithms in the load balancer. Should a node in the data 
center fail, the load balancer routes service requests to the other available nodes.  Our data centers and 
NAS storage infrastructure is monitored 24x7x365 by our Network Operations Center and 
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managed by a NAS analyst member of Securus’ IT staff. Consequently, your data is always safe 
with Securus. 

Backup/Disaster Recovery 

Securus has designed and implemented a robust network architecture that provides for quick 
disaster recovery, minimizing downtime for the Securus platform and its customers. Securus has 
demonstrated its ability to recover efficiently under extreme circumstances, restoring service to 
our customers with no data loss.  

Risk Mitigation 

Securus has implemented a platform and infrastructure designed to minimize potential outages 
and protect customer data. Multiple data centers, diverse network paths, redundant platform 
systems, and proactive monitoring mitigate the majority of risks.  

Data Centers 

Securus maintains a presence in two data centers in geographically diverse locations. Our data 
centers are designed to withstand worst-case events and maintain 99.95% availability. The data 
centers, managed and staffed by a carrier-class data 
center host, meet or exceed the Telecommunications 
Industry Association’s (TIA) standard number 942 for 
Tier IV (highest availability) data centers including: 

 Ability to withstand a 96-hour power event 

 Two-hour fire protection 

 Multi-layer physical security 

 Multiple power delivery paths. 

Also, Securus data centers have redundant 
uninterrupted power systems, N+1 generator redundancy, and N+1 cooling redundancy. All 
systems and network equipment have redundant power paths. Multiple telecommunications 
carriers also serve each data center for load balancing and path diversity. Securus data centers 
are staffed 24x7x365 for immediate physical assistance inside the data center. 

Multiple checks ensure data center physical security, including guarded, photo-verified check-in; 
dual-door authentication (card and biometric); and a mantrap (interlocking door controller) at the 
data center suite entrance. 

Redundancy 

Redundancy is a key component of our hosted, cloud-based platforms.  Our platforms run run on 
duplicate environments in separate data centers in Atlanta, Georgia, and Dallas, Texas. Each 
component has N+1 redundancy, meaning that a failure of any one component does not result in 
downtime because there is a backup available to resume its function.  Securus has also designed 
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redundancy into all support systems, either through N+ 1 configuration, database clusters, virtual 
machines, load balancing, or other failover methods. All network transport has redundant 
network equipment and routing to allow traffic to reroute in the event of a failure. 

Ourplatforms in Dallas and Atlanta were designed and built to the same specifications. This 
standardization allows re-homing of systems from their primary data center to an alternate data 
center in the event of a failure. 

All circuits coming into Securus data centers use multiple diverse carriers, including the 
interconnections between data centers. In the event of a failure, traffic will reroute across a 
redundant circuit or path. In addition, Securus uses multiple carriers for incarcerant calls over our 
platforms. Calls to family and friends will immediately reroute upon failure of any carrier. 

Securus uses industry-leading vendors for all platform and network hardware, including Dell, 
Cisco, Oracle, EMC, Big IP, and Intel. In addition to the redundancy designed into the platform and 
network, Securus also maintains a spare parts inventory onsite at each of our data centers to 
expedite repair of a failed component. Securus also maintains premium-level support contracts 
with each vendor that define stringent service level agreements in case of a failure. 

Securus maintains an inventory of spare parts for our facility-based components at our 
headquarters in Dallas, Texas, and has distribution agreements with multiple vendors to provide 
expedited national delivery service. The corporate headquarters maintains a standardized 
emergency recovery package of frequently used spare parts and equipment that will be available 
for shipment to support restoration efforts at our customer sites. Our technical field 
representatives located throughout the country also carry an inventory of the most commonly 
needed spare parts. With spare parts on board our service vehicles, most facility-based equipment 
malfunctions can be resolved with a single site visit. 

Proactive Monitoring 

Data Centers and Network 

Securus continuously monitors all data centers, infrastructure components, platform systems, and 
incarcerant telephone systems (ITS) using the SolarWinds® suite of network performance 
monitors. The SolarWinds performance monitors are highly configurable to provide real-time 
monitoring, event notification, alert history, and statistical information. An alarm condition creates 
immediate visual alerts and email notifications.  

The Securus Network Operations Center (NOC) provides 24x7x365 monitoring for all Securus 
systems, including NextGen SCP and all associated services, network, back-office systems, and 
data centers. The NOC proactively monitors these systems to ensure performance is optimal and 
uninterrupted. In addition to system- and network-level monitoring, the NOC also monitors real-
time video surveillance and environmental alerts for our data centers. Securus maintains a fully 
redundant backup NOC at a separate physical location, should services be disrupted at the 
primary location. 
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 SolarWinds® Typical Monitored System and Application Elements 
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Securus Primary Network Operations Center 

Securus Network Operations Center 
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Premise Equipment 

The Securus Technical Support team provides 24x7x365 monitoring of all facility-based equipment 
and directly supports facility installations via telephone and email. Technical Support monitors 
connectivity for all installations and all installed equipment including integrated access devices 
(IADs), visitation phone monitoring (VPM) units, switches, and uninterrupted power supply (UPS) 
systems. The systems are polled every two minutes and their vital operating statistics sent every 
10 minutes. Upon receiving an alert indicating network failure, Securus will open a trouble ticket 
with the appropriate circuit provider. In the case of a premise-based equipment failure, a Securus 
Field Technician is dispatched to the facility for on-site repair. 

SolarWinds® Device Monitoring Example (Bandwidth & Network Latency) 
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In addition to real-time monitoring and alerting, Securus technical support also leverages the 
SolarWinds network performance monitor to gather and evaluate historical data for network 
alerts, bandwidth usage, packet loss, and hardware performance. The detailed level of monitoring 
available via our network performance monitor allows the technical support group to take 
proactive steps to prevent or mitigate facility outages and to ensure the correct resources are 
engaged if dispatch is necessary. 

Restoration 

Platform and Network 

In the event of a disaster impacting our network, Securus immediately assembles a team of 
engineers to begin investigation and restoration of services. Securus maintains a schedule of on-
call personnel for immediate response to service-impacting events and will also engage third party 
vendors, if required. If a state of emergency is declared, the Securus Business Continuity Plan will 
be activated. 

Facility-Installed Systems 

Securus prioritizes recovery of premise-based equipment by facility type and equipment location. 
Maximum-security institutions and institutions with high incarcerant phone usage receive priority. 
Prioritization also considers customer requirements and preferences. Securus has developed 
procedures and checklists to protect personnel and equipment in the event of an emergency 
situation. Securus will combine headquarters and field staff efforts to expedite service recovery 
wherever possible. Securus coordinates each checklist to ensure compliance with each facility’s 
guidelines. 

Securus has a field support department with more than 224 field service associates supported by 
a centralized field dispatch team. The Field Service Technicians (FST) are strategically located to 
support ongoing maintenance, as well as any disaster recovery situations. The FSTs are supported 
by senior technical support resources and engineering to expedite repairs and minimize customer 
downtime. 

Reporting 

Upon confirmation of a service-impacting event, the NOC will issue an internal service interruption 
report (SIR). The SIR will include the nature of the outage, impact to facilities, and estimated time 
of restoration, if known. Each incident is assigned an urgency level based on the level of customer 
impact. 

Customer contact personnel receive SIRs, so they can communicate with customer facilities 
proactively or reactively as required by the facility. In addition, technical support may 
communicate a service-impacting event via a splash screen on the SCP user interface introductory 
page, whenever possible. Regular updates ensure that the information provided is always current. 
Securus executives also receive all SIRs, so they are aware of all customer-impacting events. 
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The NOC will issue a final SIR upon issue resolution. Securus investigates each incident and 
completes a root-cause analysis (RCA) following all service-impacting events. After the root cause 
is determined, Securus makes RCA documents available to customers upon request. 

Performance for Secure Call Platform 

The Secure Call Platform (SCP)’s reliability will extend to NextGen SCP, as they are based on the same centralized infrastructure, proven 
efficient and reliable over the past 12 years. 

Our platform is one of the most stable platforms in the industry, with nearly perfect, 100% 
availability. Through design, proactive monitoring, and rapid-response procedures, Securus 
minimizes customer-impacting outages. Data storage with multiple layers of redundancy 
minimizes the risk of losing critical data and recordings.  

When disasters strike, Securus responds quickly and methodically to ensure the fastest 
restoration of service possible. And we have been tested. 

In the spring of 2015, the Dallas, Texas, area, home to two Securus data centers, was impacted by 
weeks of significant storms, resulting in 27 deaths and more than one billion dollars of property 
damage due to flooding. Early one morning, lighting struck a Securus data center, damaging 
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cooling units. Normally, this cooling would have been restored within minutes, but the roads 
leading to the data center were closed due to flooding, which caused a longer response time for 
service technicians. Securus' equipment rapidly overheated and began to fail. More than a quarter 
million dollars of components suffered fatal damage and needed replacement. Even with this 
once-in-a-lifetime series of compounding events, calling services were restored the same day 
for most facilities, and there was no loss of customer data, investigative data, or recordings. 

Secure Access 

Securus understands the importance of security, particularly in the corrections industry, and takes 
security concerns seriously. 

Securus applies a high level of security to protect against cyber crimes. Applications that transmit 
data across public networks support SSL, Certs, and encryption. Cisco and Fortinet firewalls, used 
throughout the network to protect SCP and our customers, create DMZ networks. All servers, 
laptops and workstations require anti-virus and anti-spyware protection and the latest operating 
system patches. Securus supports both Bitdefender and Symantec anti-virus. 
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Data Security 

Securus has a carrier-class data center that has some of the most comprehensive security 
measures in the telecommunications industry. Multiple layers of security control physical access 
to the Securus network facilities. 

Security personnel maintain the following procedures for 
allowing entry into the data centers: 

 Security personnel are on premise 24x7x365 

 Cardkey reader (electronic badge) access for entry 

 All persons having a business need to access company 
premises must carry identification badges at all times 

 Man traps at each entry and exit point in the data 
center. Man traps use two sets of doors that both require electronic badge entry. The first 
set of doors must close before the second can open. 

Access Procedures 

All visitors, customers, contractors, and repair personnel must gain access from the security 
officer on duty. 

Customers, contractors, repair personnel, maintenance personnel, and non-local employees can 
access buildings and critical areas only with an escort. Vendors may access buildings and critical 
areas only during working hours and also require an escort. 

3. Applications must be fully maintained and supported by the Vendor. Describe 
how Vendor will meet this requirement including how Vendor will implement  
updates/upgrades and how often.

 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

As a true turnkey provider, Securus fully maintains and supports the incarcerant communication 
applications we provide. Securus provides highly reliable service from initial system design and 
installation through ongoing maintenance and support. Our service and maintenance program 
includes integrated remote programming, diagnostics, downloading, and troubleshooting 
capabilities. Securus does not charge for maintenance, support, training, and repair of system 
software and equipment.  

The local Securus service and account management team provide support 24 hours per day, 
seven days per week, and 365 days per year (24x7x365). The local team of Securus employees 
have demonstrated their dedication to the counties in the state of Washington. 

The following in-house Securus teams work together to support our customers’ technical needs: 

 Your Securus account team 
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 Network Operations Center 

 Technical Support Center 

 Field services team 

These teams ensure WA DOC’s system is running at peak performance levels.  

The Securus organizational structure has proven to deliver excellent service and technological 
innovation. Accountability, standards of excellence and leadership begin at the top of the 
organization with the Securus executive leadership team and filters down to each associate in the 
company. Each team member has a personal commitment to delivering outstanding customer 
care, service excellence and the creation of powerful applications and tools to meet our 
customers’ needs. Our goal is to form long-term partnerships with our customers. We develop 
new applications to help customers run their business through a deep understanding of their 
needs. 

Key Personnel for WA DOC 
The principal personnel for WA DOC are experienced and qualified professionals that have an 
unparalleled combination of knowledge, skills, and technical proficiency.  The key personnel 
assigned to the WA DOC program are: 

Name Title 
Steve Cadwell Account Sales Representative: Account 

Executive 
Greg Levine VP, Strategic Sales, JPay 
Mario Ward Director, Sales 
Steve Viefhaus VP, Sales 
Amy Hewitt Account Management, Manager, DOC (Service 

Manager) 
Natasha Samuels Account Manager, JPay 
Lyon Dhanukdharrisingh Manager, DOC Retention, Client Care, JPay 
Dusty Finley Sr. Implementation Project Manager 

Field Service Technicians 

Field Service Technician Experience 

Dennis Shinpaugh Field Services Manager 

Jeff Ollar Onsite FST at Pierce County, WA 

Brandon Jenkins Onsite FST at King County, WA 

Kenneth Duhe Rover FST 

Russ Beecher Rover FST. 
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John Phipps Rover FST 

Network Operation Center 
The Securus employees continuously monitor our platform from our Network Operations Center 
(NOC) at our headquarters in the Dallas, Texas, metro area. The NOC is staffed 24x7x365 by 
network experts certified in the systems and software used to monitor all NextGen SCP functions 
and equipment, as well as the associated network. The NOC maintains failure reports, service 
history, and other diagnostic information, which are available to the DOC when requested. 

The NextGen SCP platform provides continuous online supervision and diagnostics—as well as 
offline system access—for advanced programming, diagnostics, troubleshooting, and call traffic 
analysis. The Securus service center personnel can access the NextGen SCP advanced diagnostics 
and program control for failure reports, service history, and other diagnostic information. 

The NOC reports any actions required to prevent or repair any outages to each Securus employee 
supporting WA DOC. Securus will follow the DOC’s protocols for communicating outages or repair 
actions in the unlikely event they occur. 

Securus Network Operations Center in Dallas, TX 
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Premium Network Monitoring Capabilities 

Securus proactively identifies potential system and network abnormalities through SolarWinds® 
suite of network performance monitors. This software allows Securus personnel to monitor all 
hardware, software and system metrics continuously. 

Through network monitoring Securus can: 

 Proactively repair systems to prevent outages. Many times corrections are made 
before a facility is aware of a problem. This means less downtime and increased system 
reliability for the facility. 

 Alert remote or on-site engineers of system threshold inconsistencies or alarms. The 
NOC communicates with engineers through e-mail, short message service (SMS), or 
directly through a wireless phone to address the issue. 

 Receive real-time alerts when the system detects an error. Monitoring identifies if 
network elements exceeded established thresholds and alerts Securus personnel of 
possible carrier network issues.  

 Ensure sufficient resources are in place. The Securus capacity engineering team reviews 
call traffic volume reports and storage requirements throughout all systems to ensure 
sufficient network capacity. 

 Centrally monitor calling traffic to determine increases or decreases in the number 
of telephones. With DOC agreement, the service and operations team will install 
additional telephones when required. 

Remote Programming, Diagnostics, and Troubleshooting 

The Securus NOC monitors the NextGen SCP platform and our network. The NOC can contact the 
Technical Support Center (TSC) if it determines that another level of technical support is needed to 
address an issue. This action could involve dispatching a Field Service Technician to a WA DOC 
facility. 

Technical Support Center 
In 2009, Securus made a strategic decision to centralize management of all technical support. 
Today, Securus provides superior customer service capabilities from a state-of-the-art technical 
support center located in the Dallas, Texas, metro area. 

Approximately 50 technical professionals staff the Securus Technical Support Center (TSC) which 
handles approximately 8,000 inbound queries per month. The TSC provides a single-point-of-
contact for Securus customers for issues ranging from minor maintenance issues to service 
outages. Clients can contact the TSC 24x7x365 by any of the following convenient methods: 

 Telephone – 866-558-2323 
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 E-Mail – technicalsupport@securustech.net 

 Fax – 800-368-3168 

 Web portal - http://www.securustech.net/facility/Default.asp 

The technical service center offers our clients: 

 Technical support and field dispatch 24x7x365 

 Fully trained staff of support professionals to answer calls 

 Trained professionals to provide quick problem resolution and a higher level of customer 
service 

 Service event tracking to drive resolutions 

 Prioritized calls and analyzed reports to ensure achievement of Service Level Agreements  

 Certified technicians to provide quick problem resolution 

 System and individual site connectivity monitored 24x7x365 

Securus technicians receive internal Securus certifications, based on our business and the 
products and services we support.  

The Securus Field Services Team 
The Securus Field Services organization is one of the largest in the incarcerant phone system 
industry. Our team consists of approximately 224 Field Service Technicians (FSTs) located 
throughout the United States, including five (5) in the State of Washington. Our teams have 
expanded based on our growing customer needs. 

Our field services team installs and maintains incarcerant phone systems for approximately 2,600 
facilities and a million incarcerants in 47 states. The Securus Field Operations Director manages 
three Regional Service Managers who possess more than 60 years of combined field service 
experience. 

Field Service Technicians 

Securus requires that all FSTs have an extensive telecommunications background and tests each 
applicant before employment. Additionally, FSTs receive extensive Securus training and 
certifications to support our product offerings. 

FSTs respond to critical issues within four hours (or less if required by specific DOC requirements). 
The technician is required to follow a structured technical and management escalation process if 
they are unable to isolate the problem within four hours. Our integrated support model keeps our 
centralized technical support team engaged through problem resolution. FSTs and the technical 
support team have direct access to product and development engineers, enabling them to 
expedite repairs and minimize customer downtime. 
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Securus field service technicians maintain a working level of spare parts for minor repairs 
consisting of telephone sets, handsets, dials, and replacement circuit boards, either on-site or in 
their truck. If a technician does not have a required part, Securus will drop-ship the item to the 
site. Securus will ship counter-to-counter on the same day in critical situations.  

Field Service Manager 

In addition to FSTs, Securus customers are supported by field service managers who: 

 Conduct remote visits via phone bimonthly. Based on information obtained from call, a 
trouble ticket may be opened 

 Work with the account team quarterly to evaluate contract progress with the DOC 

 Provide the facility with applicable site information that assists them based on the account 
profile 

 Monitor ticket traffic 

 Resolve escalation issues, as needed. 

Each field service manager possesses the skills required to perform the duties of the field service 
technician and can provide additional or backup support as needed. 

Software Upgrades 

We recognize that the challenges you and your officers face every day never stop evolving. When 
we designed our centralized platform, one of our chief objectives was deploying a system that 
provided upgrades to all customers at regular intervals with no downtime. Securus provides 
upgrades to all of our customers three to four times annually through a proven and tested after-
hours process that allows all sites to immediately realize the benefits each upgrade. Our system 
delivers proven features driven by input from the most recognized corrections and law 
enforcement agencies in the nation. 

Maintenance events are preceded by an announcement displayed at login notifying the facility of 
the upcoming upgrade and new features are announced to customers prior to implementation. 
These system updates are more than simple changes. They provide meaningful features and new 
capabilities, which drive greater officer and community safety, staff efficiency and improved 
investigative response times. 

The following image shows the announcement widget, which appears for all users on the NextGen 
SCP dashboard, and notifies users of upcoming maintenance and upgrades. 
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Announcement Widget 

Tablet Upgrades 

Our tablet systems can receive patches and upgrades on a daily or weekly basis depending upon 
need or development. Any new features are discussed with our clients prior to implementation. 

4. All software licensing will be the responsibility of the Vendor. Describe how the  
proposed system will meet this requirement including a list of software for 
which the Vendor anticipates it will be licensing for this project and the 
specifications of that software. 

 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

As a turnkey provider, Securus will be responsible for all applicable software licensing. 

Securus will grant the State a personal, non-exclusive, non-transferable license to access and use 
certain proprietary computer software products and materials in connection with the Applications 
(the “Software”). The Software includes any upgrades, modifications, updates, and additions to 
existing features that may be implemented. Securus will also provide or pre-install third-party 
software required to access the Software, such as the Google Chrome® web browser required to 
access the NextGen SCP system. 
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The following software programs will be licensed via third-party for all Securus-provided 
workstations: 

 Microsoft Silverlight 4.0 or newer 

 Microsoft .NET Framework 4 

 Adobe Reader 9.5 or newer 

 Microsoft Office Excel Viewer 

 Quick Time 7 or newer 

 Windows Media Player 

 Antivirus 

 WinZip or other zip utility 

IT Hardware Support: 
1. All IT hardware (including tablets, phones, routers, etc.) must be provided and  

fully supported by the Vendor. Acknowledge Vendor’s acceptance of this  
 requirement 
 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

Securus acknowledges and accepts this requirement. 

2. Provide emergency hardware support contact information.  
 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

In the event of an emergency hardware situation, Securus provides various contacts to get 
support.  Our goal is to make it as easy as possible for WA DOC personnel to communicate with 
us. WA DOC will be provided with the following:  

 An Account Management Team that will serve as a dedicated points of contact for WA DOC 

 A Technical Support Center available 24x7x365 

 Onsite Field Service Technicians at two WA DOC facilities 

Account Management Team 

WA DOC will have an assigned and dedicated account management team, which includes not only 
the sales and support staff, but also Account Managers assigned specifically to WA DOC.  In 
addition to Natasha Samuels, WA DOC’s current Account Manager for JPay services, WA DOC will 
be assigned an account manager for Securus ITS, VVS, and associated services, who will be 
responsible for product training, monitoring system and product usage, proactive account 
support, account reviews, and reactive account support in order to ensure quality of service.  
Upon award WA DOC will be provided full contact information for your account managers.  
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Technical Support 

WA DOC can always contact the Securus Technical Support Center (TSC) to ensure prompt 
problem resolution. The Securus TSC serves is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 
days per year. There are three ways to contact the TSC: 

 Telephone:  866-558-2323 

 E-Mail: technicalsupport@securustech.net 

 Fax: 800-368-3168 

The TSC uses a call distribution system to manage the flow of inbound customer calls 
automatically routing calls directly to our support technicians in a skills-based, platform specific 
manner. Securus establishes response times and service level agreements that accomplish our 
objective of providing timely resolution to each request.  

Technicians assign each service request one of three initial priority levels, each with resolution and 
escalation timelines. The TSC uses an event tracking system that logs, tracks, manages and 
assures appropriate response to all service requests. The service request generates a trouble 
ticket with priority level assignment that drives diagnosis and response processes. The support 
technician performs initial problem diagnosis and isolation procedures, determines the nature of 
the problem and either resolves the problem or engages an appropriate party for problem 
resolution. The TSC retains ownership of all service requests and is responsible for the escalation 
and update functions.   

On-Site Field Service Technicians  

We currently have five field service technicians located in Washington state. We can provide 
onsite field service technicians dedicated to WA DOC if necessary.  We suggest discussion the 
DOC’s needs for this at our upcoming presentation on October 28. 

3. The solution must have automatic problem reporting capabilities notifying the  
Vendor of problems with the system. Describe how Vendor will meet this  
requirement and describe how and when Vendor will notify DOC. 

 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

Securus continuously monitors all data centers, infrastructure components, platform systems, and 
communications services using the SolarWinds® suite of network performance monitors. The 
SolarWinds® performance monitors are highly configurable to provide real-time monitoring, 
event notification, alert history and statistical information. An alarm condition creates immediate 
visual alerts and email notifications. 

The Securus Network Operations Center (NOC) provides 24x7x365 monitoring for all Securus 
systems, including the NextGen Secure Communications Platforms™ (NextGenSCP™), network, 
back-office systems, and data centers. The NOC proactively monitors these systems to ensure 
performance is optimal and uninterrupted. In addition to system and network-level monitoring, 
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the NOC also monitors real-time video surveillance and environmental alerts for our data centers. 
Securus maintains a fully redundant backup NOC at a separate physical location, should services 
be disrupted at the primary location. 

SolarWinds® Typical Monitored Application Elements 
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Securus Primary Network Operations Center 

Securus Network Operations Center 
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Premise Equipment 

The Securus Technical Support team provides 24x7x365 monitoring of all facility-based equipment 
and directly supports facility installations via telephone and email. Technical Support monitors 
connectivity for all installations and all installed equipment including Integrated Access Devices 
(IADs), Visitation Phone Monitoring (VPM) units, switches, and Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) 
systems. The systems are polled every two minutes to ensure proper operation, and their vital 
operating statistics sent every 10 minutes. Upon receiving an alert indicating network failure, 
Securus will open a trouble ticket with the appropriate circuit provider. In the case of a premise-
based equipment failure, a Securus Field Technician is dispatched to the facility for on-site repair.  

SolarWinds® Facility Monitoring Example 
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In addition to real-time monitoring and alerting, Securus Technical Support also leverages the 
SolarWinds® network performance monitor to gather and evaluate historical data for network 
alerts, bandwidth usage, packet loss, and hardware performance. The detailed level of monitoring 
available via our network performance monitor allows the Technical Support group to take 
proactive steps to prevent or mitigate facility outages and to ensure the correct resources are 
engaged if dispatch is necessary. 

Infrastructure Inspections 

System Administrators make scheduled inspections of all systems and routinely perform 
preventive maintenance and software enhancements as directed by a Production Change Control 
steering group. Additionally, change control practices have been reviewed and are compliant with 
Sarbanes-Oxley.   

NOC Monitoring of Kiosks 

A team of engineers in our Network Operations Center (NOC) monitors and provides Level 1 
support for each installed kiosk. The kiosks report to our central servers every ten minutes on 
usage, network speed, connectivity, and any errors or issues encountered. If a kiosk fails to check-
in or reports any issues, our central monitoring tool alerts the NOC engineers who troubleshoot 
the kiosk remotely. 

NOC engineers can remotely access each kiosk and run diagnostics to determine and correct 
software issues. Resolution can be as simple as remotely restarting the application or as extensive 
as running full diagnostics on all software and hardware components. Most issues are detected 
and repaired before incarcerants or facility staff are aware of a potential problem. 

At times, the underlying root cause is either network connectivity or hardware failure. If the issue 
is related to network failure, NOC engineers can remotely diagnose and correct most issues; 
otherwise, they dispatch a local field engineer to address the issue and if necessary, replace a 
failed component. 

If NOC engineers are not able to address a particular software issue, they escalate it to a team 
providing application support (Level 2) who determine if the issue is a misconfiguration or an 
actual software bug. A misconfiguration, once identified, is addressed within a few minutes. A 
software bug is prioritized and addressed by the application support team. A software fix can be 
available in a few hours or a few days depending on its severity. 

JPay releases software upgrades every few weeks, in which an automated process upgrades every 
kiosk to ensure all locations are running the same software build. Metrics collected from the 
kiosks and our central monitoring tool are combined into a set of reports that enable us to track 
the health of each kiosk. In addition, we mine this data to determine patterns in issues 
encountered and types of failures so we can continually improve our software, hardware, and 
processes. 
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4. Provide all hardware specifications. 
 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

Securus will add additional hardware as needed once site surveys are completed.  Please See 
Exhibit A – Hardware Specifications for more detail.   

NG Secure Communications Platform (NG SCP) 

Item Make/Model 
Phones Wintel 7010 Stainless Steel, 18” handset 

Wintel 7010 Stainless Steel, 32” handset 

TTY Phones Ultratec TDD, Minicom IV 
Ultratec Superprint 4425 

CapTel Phones Ultratec CapTel Phone Model 840 
VRS Terminals sPhone XL, 88000‐90050‐01 
Routers Adtran Netvanta 3140 

Servers NSD2, TCS 036‐01664‐001, 

Switches Adtran, Netvanta 1534 
Adtran, Dual Mounting Tray 
Adtran, Netvanta 1534P 

Wireless Access 
Points 

Ruckus Zoneflex R600 

UPS Eaton 3S750 

Surge Protectors Panamax Tower Max 4KSU 
Tripp Litte, DNET1, Type RJ45 
Protector, ITW Linx, CAT 6 64488 
V‐Line, Shelf, #SB‐745S1919 SFB 

Workstation Dell Optiplex 3050 
PC Monitor and 
Speaker 

22” LED Monitor, Dell P2217H 
Dell AX210 Speakers 

Terminal Used for VVS, eMesasging and other Kiosk Services 

Item Make/Model 
Kiosks sPhone XL 

sPhone XL2 
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Tablets 

Item Make/Model 
Tablets JPay6 – Pre‐loaded 7 inch tablet 
Charging Stations Tripp‐lite CSC64MICROUSB 

Data Ownership 
1. All DOC data removed from a DOC Facility will remain the sole property of DOC. 

Backup and disaster recovery copies must be returned to DOC upon expiration 
or termination of the contract. Acknowledge Vendor’s acceptance of this  

 requirement. 
 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

Securus acknowledges and accepts this requirement. 

2. Describe Vendor’s proposed processes for data transfers between DOC and the  
Vendor including the type of encryption used for data in transit.

 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

Access to all Securus server information is done through HTTPS (HTTP over TLS). HTTPS is the use 
of Transport Layer Security (TLS) as a sub-layer under regular HTTP application layering. The 
NextGen SCP dashboard encrypts and decrypts user page requests, as well as the pages that are 
returned by the Web server. The use of HTTPS protects against eavesdropping and man-in-the-
middle attacks (an attack where the attacker secretly relays and possibly alters the communication 
between two parties who believe they are directly communicating with each other). Applications 
that transmit data across public networks support TLS, Certs, and encryption. Sensitive data is 
encrypted both at rest and in motion. Securus provides supporting TLS encryption at the 
application network layer. All web sessions and services are executed via HTTPS using AES 256 
encryption. Securus uses both GoDaddy and Entrust SSL certificates for external connections and 
Microsoft Active Directory Certificate Services for internal SSL connections where needed. 

3. All data, when transferred in or out of the system must use Secure File 
Transport (SFT) protocol. Which SFT provider will Vendor use?   

 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

Securus has proven experience with Integration. Securus currently integrates with more than 110 
different vendors worldwide and more than 60 independent, facility-owned systems and shared 
databases. 

Securus has a dedicated integration department that integrates various systems and products in 
the corrections environment. This dedicated integration department allows Securus to deliver fast 
and flexible solutions for our customers. The Securus technology has the flexibility to work with 
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facility-owned systems, offender management system (OMS), commissary, banking, and kiosk 
vendors. Securus will fully cooperate with your facility and your vendors to automate systems.  

The most common technologies Securus uses include SOAP Web Services, HTTP, SFTP push or pull 
of files in any textual format, JSON, XML-RPC, and TCP Sockets. All of these methods integrate over 
secure connections. 

Securus can modify your data format for migration into our platform, without costly code 
modifications. Securus integration engineers consult with facilities’ IT departments or system 
providers to determine the best integration strategy for each specific application. 

Securus Integration Process 

Securus’ dedicated integration team designs, develops, tests, and implements all custom 
integrations with corrections industry vendors and banking systems to deliver fast and flexible 
solutions for our customers. This process is part of the overall project plan for the installation of 
the NextGen Secure Communications Platform™ (NextGen SCP™). Major milestones include: 

 Collect preliminary needs/requirements 

 Contract signed 

 Finalized requirements document 

 Approved scope statement 

 Finalize design document  

 Schedule customer implementation 

 Develop custom integration solution 

 Test custom integration solution 

 Implement custom integration solution 

 Customer approval and sign-off 

OMS Integration  

The Securus NextGen SCP can be integrated with a facility’s OMS or commissary system so that 
the incarcerant PINs are automatically transferred, activated, and deactivated based on the 
incarcerant’s status. If an incarcerant is released, the incarcerant’s PIN is stored and can be 
reactivated along with call detail or visitation records and incarcerant call or visitation recordings if 
the incarcerant returns to the facility. 

The following list identifies fields that can be automatically populated in NextGen SCP from an 
OMS or commissary integration:  

 First Name  Incarcerant’s first name 

 Middle Name  Incarcerant’s middle name 

 Last Name  Incarcerant’s last name 
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 Birth Date  Incarcerant’s date of birth  

 Social Security Number (SSN)  Incarcerant social security number  

 Account Number  Incarcerant’s jail ID, jacket ID, or docket number, to be used as the 
NextGen SCP incarcerant custody account number. Any number permanently assigned to 
an incarcerant that does not change if they are released and booked back into the facility.  

 PIN  4- to16-digit code used by the incarcerant to place phone calls. 

 Activate Date  Date in which the incarcerant account became active in the system 

 Book Date  Date that the incarcerant entered the facility 

 Gender  Incarcerant’s gender 

 Housing  Location of the incarcerant 

 Race  Incarcerant’s race 

 Alert Level  Typically used for security status such as maximum, minimum, low risk, and 
death row 

 Max Call Duration  Call duration applied to each phone call placed by this incarcerant 

 Three-Way Detection  Setting to enable or disable three-way call detection for this 
incarcerant 

 Language Preference  Language in which the incarcerant speaks for reporting purposes 
(does not dictate the language of phone prompts) 

 Suspended  Allows or prevents the incarcerant from placing calls 

 Suspend Start Date  Start date of calling privileges suspension 

 Suspend End Date  End date of calling privileges suspension 

Securus currently integrates with more than 110 vendors worldwide, including: 

ABL Management, Inc.  FirsTech PTS Solutions 

Aramark FSG Software Sleuth 

Archonix Genesis Southern Software 

Beacon Software Solutions Global Software Spillman 

Canteen Golden Eagle Stellar 

CBM Guarded Exchange Stewart Commissary 

CenturyLink Huber & Associates Sungard/OSSI 

Cirqular/SecurManage ID Networks SunRidge Systems 

CIS Intellitech Swanson 
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Cisco Intergraph Synergistics Software Inc. 

Compass Group 
J-CORR Technologies/Abbey 
Group 

Syscon 

Correctional Food Services Justice Data Solutions TAC-10 

Correctional Food Services/ITF Justice Software Tech Friends 

Cottrell Consulting Keefe Telerus 

CTS America Kimble Telus 

Cushing Technologies Lawrence and Associates Text and Data/JAMIN 

D&D Vending M&M Micro Tiburon 

Digitech/Jail Tracker MoneyGram Tiger 

DSI/ITI Netdata Touchpay 

DSSI New World TriTech Software Systems 

Eagle Advantage Northland IT Solutions Trinity Services Group 

edocTec Northpoint Institute, Inc. Turnkey 

EForce Omni Tyler Technologies 

E-Justice/Crime Cog Premier Supply Link UniSys 

Embarq Prevatek VisionAir 

Emergitech Primonics Western Union 

EnRoute 911 Pro Phoenix Windspeed Software 

EZ Card and Kiosk PTS Zuercher Technologies 

4) Data residing on the system must be stored as encryption at rest. Describe 
how Vendor will meet this requirement including the type of encryption to be  

 used. 
 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

Securus encrypts data at rest and in motion.  Additionally, sensitive data such as social security 
numbers and passwords are stored within encrypted databases. We use AES 256 encryption for all 
communication between the site and the Data Center. 

Access to all Securus server information is done through HTTPS (HTTP over TLS). HTTPS is the use 
of Transport Layer Security (TLS) as a sub-layer under regular HTTP application layering. The 
NextGen SCP dashboard encrypts and decrypts user page requests, as well as the pages that are 
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returned by the Web server. The use of HTTPS protects against eavesdropping and man-in-the-
middle attacks (an attack where the attacker secretly relays and possibly alters the communication 
between two parties who believe they are directly communicating with each other). Applications 
that transmit data across public networks support TLS, Certs, and encryption. Securus uses both 
GoDaddy and Entrust SSL certificates for external connections and Microsoft Active Directory 
Certificate Services for internal SSL connections where needed. 

5. Successful Vendors need to enter into a Data Sharing Agreement with DOC. 
Acknowledge Vendor’s acceptance of this requirement.

 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

Securus acknowledges and accepts this requirement. 

6. Provide hardware currency specifications for kiosks, servers, portable tablets,  
etc. The expectation is that the hardware deployed at transition time will be  
current with latest industry hardware with no more than one year of age. 

 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

Securus will add additional hardware as needed once site surveys are completed.  Please See 
Exhibit A – Hardware Specifications for more detail.   

NG Secure Communications Platform (NG SCP) 

Item Make/Model 
Phones Wintel 7010 Stainless Steel, 18” handset 

Wintel 7010 Stainless Steel, 32” handset 

TTY Phones Ultratec TDD, Minicom IV 
Ultratec Superprint 4425 

CapTel Phones Ultratec CapTel Phone Model 840 
VRS Terminals Primonics sPhone XL, 88000‐90050‐01 
Routers Adtran Netvanta 3140 

Servers NSD2, TCS 036‐01664‐001, 

Switches Adtran, Netvanta 1534 
Adtran, Dual Mounting Tray 
Adtran, Netvanta 1534P 

Wireless Access 
Points 

Ruckus Zoneflex R600 
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UPS Eaton 3S750 

Surge Protectors Panamax Tower Max 4KSU 
Tripp Litte, DNET1, Type RJ45 
Protector, ITW Linx, CAT 6 64488 
V‐Line, Shelf, #SB‐745S1919 SFB 

Workstation Dell Optiplex 3050 
PC Monitor and 
Speaker 

22” LED Monitor, Dell P2217H 
Dell AX210 Speakers 

Terminal Used for VVS, eMesasging and other Kiosk Services 

Item Make/Model 
Kiosks sPhone XL 

sPhone XL2 

Tablets 

Item Make/Model 
Tablets JPay6 – Pre‐loaded 7 inch tablet 
Charging Stations Tripp‐lite CSC64MICROUSB 

Other 
1. On a scale of 1 to 10 where 1 = extensive custom development and 10 = no 

custom development, based on DOC requirements how much custom  
development is needed for Vendor’s product to meet the department's needs?

 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

The proposed products and services which Securus has presented here generally represent a 9 to 
ten grading under the custom develop scale represented above by WA DOC.  

2. If custom development is needed, Vendor may not rely on DOC resources to  
accomplish the custom development. Acknowledge Vendor’s acceptance of this 

 requirement. 
Vendor’s response  

SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

Securus acknowledges and accepts this requirement.  As indicated above and as currently 
proposed, the majority of custom products will not require custom development but, to the 
limited extent customer development will be necessary, we will not rely on DOC resources to do 
so. 
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3. The system must have the ability by DOC to manage access control including  
 step-by-step instructions. Describe how Vendor will meet this requirement. 
 Vendor’s response: 
SECURUS HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS, AND WILL COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT. 

Upon implementation we will be working with the WA DOC to identify system access to all 
component functions.  So initially upon installation the systems are configured according to DOC 
policy and decisions.  Ongoing access control is achieved through the user administrators function 
based up access permission granted and can be changed at any time by authorized users.   

Both the NextGen SCP system and the JPay Facility System use role-based access to determine 
user permissions. 

NextGen SCP Security Roles 

NextGen Secure Communications Platform™ (NextGen SCP™) uses security roles to determine 
user permissions. WA DOC will be able to manage access control through the Security Roles in the 
user interface. This allows authorized WA DOC users to upgrade the access and security of users, 
including: 

 Provide users with only the information they need to see, edit, manage or interact 

 Easily craft custom task-based permissions for users 

 Protect your facility access with required strong passwords and enforced regular 
password updating 

 Provide facility affiliated personnel with access to video visitation 

Security Roles define what actions a user can and cannot do within the system. NextGen SCP 
contains default security roles, identified by the eyeball ( ) icon. While these predefined roles 
cannot be modified, they cover many customers’ needs for granting access and denial rights 
based on common job functions.  

NextGen SCP provides more options for WA DOC to further customize access privileges by 
allowing authorized administrative users to either create a new user-defined role or create a new 
role using an existing role as a base and further modifying it. The user-defined role can be 
customized to meet WA DOC’s specific needs when a default role does not. These roles are 

identified by the pencil ( ) icon. 

In addition, the WA DOC administrator can assign multiple roles to a user to tailor their access to 
exactly what is needed. This provides virtually unlimited options for customizing users’ access. 
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Sample Security Roles 

Password Policies 

NextGen SCP uses strong passwords that require users to update passwords regularly. Passwords 
must comply with the following rules: 

 8 – 12 characters 

 No spaces 

 Cannot contain the user’s first or last name 

At least three of the following types of characters must be used: 

 English uppercase letter 

 English lowercase letter 

 At least one number 

 At least one special character 
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Passwords can be configured by location, days to expire, and even the number of password cycles 
before password reuse. Additional configuration options include reminders for password 
expiration and minutes of allowable inactivity before session timeout. 

The “Forgot Your Password?” feature available from the login screen offers online support for 
users who have forgotten their password or for those who did not change their password before 
expiration. System security requires users to provide the correct answers to preset questions 
before their password can is reset. Once a new password is created, NextGen SCP emails 
confirmation to the address linked to the user ID. 

JPay Facility System 

The backbone for management of all JPay services is a secure web portal called the Facility 
System. DOC staff members use it to manage deposits, review transaction history, and access 
powerful link analysis tools to recognize customer and incarcerant relationships. The Facility 
System provides reports and detailed transactions for all payments and batches. It also enables 
feature-rich management of release cards, email, video visitation, VideoGrams, and music 
downloads. It is accessible from any computer or mobile device with an internet connection. 

Role-Based Access 

The Facility System uses two-factor authentication for DOC users, making access both role-based 
and limited by facility. The DOC determines which staffers have access to the Facility System and 
administers access through discrete user groups. This feature, for example, can limit mailroom 
staff’s access to those aspects of the Facility System that deal specifically with electronic 
messaging, while accounting personnel only access electronic funds transmission. 

JPay’s Facility System constantly evolves to meet the needs of client agencies. The rules that can be 
applied to both user access as well as service control and reporting is comprehensive. These 
business rules are configurable according to each DOC’s reporting and management needs. 

User rights are customized for each staff member, though individual staff members with similar 
rights can be granted identical levels of access by being added to a user group. When creating a 
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user, authorized staff can add that user to a group without having to individually recreate 
permission sets for that user. Even if a user is assigned to a user group, administrators can tailor 
the user’s permission level and access. 

Reporting 

DOC facility staff can use the Facility System to access transaction details for all payments and 
release cards. Users can generate standard and ad hoc reports on a per-facility basis or statewide. 
Users can also export reports to the Microsoft® Office suite for advanced sorting and analysis and 
save them in PDF format. 

Money Transfer Reports 
Daily Batch Report 

This report displays the total transactions and dollar amount deposited to the DOC or each 
individual facility daily. The user can drill down to obtain detailed transaction information. 

Weekly Deposit Report 

This report allows facility staff to easily search for deposit information for any range of time. The 
report displays both the transaction volume and dollar amount and is useful for reviewing 
historical data. 

Monthly Recap Report 

This report summarizes the monthly totals per facility for all JPay services deployed. In the 
example shown below, the facility uses JPay’s money and mail products. 

Release Card Reports 
Summary Reports 

The Facility System gives users access to reports that detail cards issued, cards reloaded and cards 
modified or voided. Reports can be viewed for one or multiple facilities or statewide. 

Authorized staff can click on any report to see the details of issued, voided, reloaded and modified 
cards. All reports can be drilled down or exported to Excel for additional analysis. 

The following information is contained on each report: 

 RPID number, incarcerant name, ID, and DOB 

 Date the card was issued 

 Username of staff member who issued the card 

 Amount that was initially transferred to the card 

 Amount that was added to or subtracted from the card 
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EXHIBIT A – 
HARDWARE 
SPECIFICATIONS 
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sPhone XL 

The sPhone XL terminal is a correctional-facility grade, tamper-proof steel enclosure. The 
hardware is wall mounted unit equipped with a built-in shatter resistant touch screen, a high-
resolution video camera with integrated lighting, and tamper-proof, heavy molded plastic handset 
with an armor-reinforced cord for audio communication, and surge protection. 

The terminal includes the following: 

 A detention grade hardened steel enclosure 

 One detention grade audio handset per 
terminal for the inmate, and two detention 
grade audio handsets per terminal for the 
public 

 A shatter resistant LCD monitor with 
integrated camera 

 Enclosures which prevent spills from 
entering 

 Terminals that do not have any openings 
exposed to the user, including all wiring and ventilation holes 

 Terminals without any external hinges 

 Terminals are powered by 110 VAC, low voltage DC, or IEEE802.3at (PoE Plus). 

 Rounded tops and corners 

 Terminals with built-in LED lighting that automatically activates during video visitation 
sessions and automatically ends when the video visitation session completes and/or 
disables during all other functions 

 Terminals that use standards based videoconferencing CODEC 

 Terminals with multiple mounting methods: wall, table, pedestal or cart. All mounting 
options use standard industry or better methods 

 Options for powering the units on and off 

Technical Specifications 

 Light and ruggedized vandal-proof terminals (hardened steel): Best balance between 
weight and resistance 

 Sealed: Dust and Liquids Resistant, spill-proof (accidental or deliberate). 

 Assembly elements are hidden: No screws or hinges can be removed and used to 
manufacture weapons. No doors/compartments that can be opened in the front or on the 
sides of the unit. 

 Rounded edges that reduce the risks of accidental or intentional injuries. 
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 Abrasion and chemical resistant; the unit can be cleaned using commercial cleaning 
agents. 

 Humidity and corrosion resistant 

 Built-in LCD 15” with hardened shatter resistant touch screen 

 HD camera, autofocus, (720p @ 30 fps) 

 Sphone XL PoE has movable camera with a 2MP (1600x1200) resolution 

 Optional hands free terminal with built-in HD video camera, Pan-Tilt-Zoom, 10x optical 
zoom, 4x digital zoom, 30fps 

 Built-in LED lighting system 

 Power ON LED indicator 

 Magnetically activated pushbutton for on/off power 

 Built-in heat sink mounted to the back for heat dissipation 

 Built-in protection device against voltage variations 

 Vandal-proof handset. Armored cable 

 Standard non-proprietary computer components 

 All electrical components comply with UL, CE and/ or CSA 

 System maintenance via wireless keyboard (Infra Red Access) 

 Mother board: Micro/Mini ATX 

 Intel Quad Core 2 GHz processor 

 Memory: DDR3; RAM 4,096 MB (4 GB) 

 Solid State (SSD) Hard drives to reducing moving components and potential failure points. 

 Network: Ethernet RJ-45 (CAT5/6) 

 Power Options: 

o AC: 110V 2 amps 

o Low voltage DC: 24 V 8.33 amps 

o Power over Ethernet: IEEE802.3at (PoE Plus). 

Terminal Type Height Width Depth Weight 

sPhone XL Single Handset 20.5 20 6 43 

sPhone XL Dual Handset 20.5 23 6 44.6 

sPhone XL Hands Free 23 17.375 6 49 

sPhone XL Hands Free w/ PTZ 
camera 

29.75 17.375 6 54.8 

sPhone XL Single Handset PoE 20.5 20 4.25 38.6 
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sPhone XL Dual Handset PoE 20.5 23 4.25 40.2 

 Manufactured according to ISO 9001:2008 

 FCC Part 15 class A compliant 

 sPhone XL PoE is CE compliant 

 Touch Screen is UL-60950 and CSA 22.2 No. 60950 ball drop test compliant 

 Touchscreen meets IEC: 60529 

 Touchscreen meets IP: 544 

 Touchscreen meets NEMA: Type 12 

 AC power Supply Meets Electrical Standard: CSA: 22.2 

 MTBF: 80,000 hours approx. 
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XL2 

At the core of incarcerant services is the new XL2 Incarcerant Kiosk. Incarcerants use this kiosk to 
access digital content (music, movies, games, educational materials, and news), compose (or 
upload) and send email, send eCards, attend video visitation sessions, log into their JPay account, 
and send grievances to facility staff. It can also support any Securus-based services available via 
the current sPhone XL terminal and its ConnectUs application suite, which means that a single 
kiosk installation can handle all of the DOC’s offender communications needs. 

The kiosk incorporates a standard size keyboard, trackball mouse, and wrist rest space. It 
accommodates numerous mounting options, such as wall, tabletop, cart, and pedestal. 

Kiosk Specifications 

 Hardened steel enclosure with anti-vandal security lock and bolts 

 Built-in LED Lighting 

 Dimensions: 22¾ “x 21” x 4¼ ” 

 Weight:  50 lbs. (including PC & networking components) 

 High strength scratch-resistant security glass 

 Dynamic handset with secured caps and a 32” armored cord  

 stainless steel keyboard with trackball and braille keys 

 Power - Power over Ethernet, 802.3at (PoE+), 25 watts 

 MTBF: 80,000 hours 

Encased Components 
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 17” LCD hardened touchscreen monitor with integrated privacy screen 

 Screen resolution 1280x1024 

 5 megapixel autofocus camera with 2592x1944 max resolution 

 Quad core processor 

 4 GB RAM 

 512 GB mSATA hard drive 

 Armored USB cable 

 Cat6 Ethernet Port 

The keyboard and trackball are resistant to liquid, dust, and debris. The keyboard is integrated 
into a sealed metal base so that its components are spill-proof. The kiosk is also designed so that 
spilled liquids flow away from important componentry if they do somehow reach the inside of the 
kiosk. All electrical components are compliant with UL, CE, and/or CSA standards. 

Parts can only be removed from a kiosk by a technician. Kiosks are vandal-proof and are treated 
well because they provide a valuable service to the incarcerant population. 

Kiosks have smooth stainless steel surfaces with no sharp edges. If cleaning is necessary, kiosks 
are easily wiped down since all exterior parts are water-resistant, including the keyboard and 
handset. 

Securus technicians can quickly open the enclosure and swap components. Components are 
designed and fastened so that the technician can quickly detect a problem and replace a 
particular component, most of them, or all of them if necessary. 
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 Technologies 

JP6 Tablet Hardware 

Inmate Tablet Designation: 
SECURUS JP6 

Features: 
 Ruggedized Casing 
 High strength, impact-resistant security  

glass w/ integrated screen protector 
 Barrel charge port 
 Pogo pin connector 
 Secure Wi-Fi 
 Built-in FM Radio Receiver 

Specs: 
 Internal Storage: 32 GB 
 CPU: MT8163 - Quad core cortex A9 

Frequency 1.3G, 64bit CPU 
 Resolution: 1280 x 800 
 Dimensions: (L x W x H) 7.8” x 5” x 0.61” 
 Weight: 17.2 Oz   
 Battery: Lithium - 500 cycles, 

includes temperature sensor  
 Dual Wi-Fi Bands (2.4GHz and 5GHz) 

Environmental Conditions: 
 Operating Temperature Range:   

50o F to 110o F (10o C to 43o C) 
 Storage Temperature Range: 

-40o F to 150o F (-40o C to 65o C) 
 Humidity: 

95% RH (relative humidity), non-condensing 

SECURUS 

Power IO 

Volume Up 

Volume Down 

USB Port (Kiosk Sync) 

Barrel Charge Port 

Headphone Jack 
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 Tablet Hardware Specs: 
Item JP5S JP6S 

OS Android 5.1 Android 8.1 

CPU 
CPU RK3188 - Quad core cortex 
A53, Frequency 1.3G, 64bit CPU 

MT8163 - Quad core cortex A9, Frequency 
1.6G, 32bit CPU 

GPU (Graphics Processing Unit)  Mali-400MP4 Mali-T720 MP2 GPU 

DDR 1G – 512*8 2G - 512*8 

BATTERY 4000mAh 8000mAh 

LCD Resolution: 1024*600 Resolution: 800*1280 

Boot On - mA during boot on 460 mA 500-750 mA (LCD on) 

Stand by: Stand by current on main window 560 mA (LCD on) 300-400 mA (LCD on) 

Music: Listen to music w/ ear bud plug in 580 mA (LCD on) 380-400 mA (LCD on) 

Movie: Play movie w/ ear bud plugged in 650 mA (LCD on) 450-550 mA (LCD on) 

FM: Listen to FM w/ ear bud plugged in 600 mA (LCD on) 300-400 mA (LCD on) 

Back Light 545 mA 380 mA 

USB (OTG) 700 mA 400 mA 

Stand by time 
About 7hrs with LCD on 
About 250hrs with LCD off 

About 22hrs with LCD on 
About 350hrs with LCD off 

Play MP3 
About 6.5hrs with LCD on 
About 47hrs with LCD off 

About 20hrs with LCD on 
About 140hrs with LCD off 

Play Video About 5hrs About 13-14hrs 

Storage 32GB 32GB 

Buttons Power, volume up, volume down Power, volume up, volume down 

5G N/A Dual support for 2.4G and 5G 

CAMERA N/A 2 Mega Pixel 

POGO PIN N/A YES – charging and mounting 
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